Continued from the November 2004 Word Ways. Because of the large number of new pre-J catch-up words this article rightly should be called “A-L”. But no, tradition prevails over logic yet again, the three previous articles being A-C, D-F and G-I.

Verbs are capitalised and punctuated as if sentences unless they also work as nouns or adjectives. \([p]=\) palindromes (Most such were removed to the “smyonyms” article in the May 2005 issue.)

I. DEFINITIVES

**abdomen** mean bod band o’ me, **abdominal** Am bad “loin”, a don-a-limb animal bod.

**Adjust.** Just add[s] a jut.

**Adopt.** “Top da[d]”, opt a tad op to pad.

aides a side

anile crone one carline

**apostrophe** Proto-shape haps o’er top. (Ho, a stopper!) [letter preventer]

Appealing. Aping plea.

appealingness pleasing panes (Appeals as apple, spa, leap, ape, pals.)

arguer Are “gur[u]”, rager-urger, a?

Ascribed to. Basic doter airs co-debt, ascribes, bares ‘sic’.

associates Ea. co-assist.

**biased** Is ‘abed’, abides. ["I ain’t budgin’!"]

Come together. Meet other cog.

chamber door Bedroom arch breach’d room.

character arch trace

cognition o’ noticing (‘Cog’ in on it.)

**Combine.** Co-bin ’em.

“**Consume!**” “C’mon, use!”

**continuous** I cut us? No, on . . .

**contour** Con tour o’ co-turn, to co-run or cut on.

**coprophagous** Crap, pooh “go” us.

**Coursed.** Scoured, sourced.

crackpots crap stock

dead easy say-a-deed

demonstration start on in mode (demo mode)

despondence Cons deep end.

disputes Us spited put sides, sped suit.

distinguished It shined, is dug. [a dug stood out?]

domineering In reign mode, e’er goin’ “Mind!” (I go “Ne’er mind!”)

**entanglements** Net mangles net. [messy mix]

examinations in an axiom test[1] one’s a maxi in

**extra large** XL? Are great!

failers Rise, fall[1] is fare. [Farewell? Not!]

**farmer’s own** farmer-sown
fishery Hies fry. [nonce tr. vb]
frustrated rut-strafed
Gird up one’s loins. Dig in, spurn “loose”.
grouch “Gr!” (ouch)
halitosis It soils “ah”.
hoarse So hear sore “ah”.
harmonica I’m ca. a horn, moan hi arc.
Indicated. An ID cited.
Instructed. Tuted in crs. [course credits]
Jesting. jig’s net [jig = jest (obs.)]
jiggle / joggle leg jig / leg jog
jock strap jack’s port (sport Jack) “Jockstrap up, support jack!”
jostle Jolt ses jolt.

Joviality vital joy I jovially jolly via
[jovially] [3 apparently unrelated J words] [JOVIALY]
Jump bail. Bump jail.

Justification “I fit a just coin.”
(I just coin a fit, I, just a fiction!)

Keyhole secret re the lock’s eye, lock eyer
(These eyes ‘lock’ there.)

Knapsack snak-pack

Kinship “hip skin” (skin = kins)
[Skin is Aboriginal English for one’s kinship group.]

Knuckle-duster Dukes rent luck.

Lability states least stability

Labourer “ale burro” [“alcohol-driven thing”]
(Laborious state, our toil as beast.)

Lackdaaisical a slack cad (“I ail.”)
Lackadaisical be laid-back, A-1 scale!

Lambasting. Am blasting, malign, stab.

Laminated. ‘Lined’ a mat. [LAM INATED]

Landslide Ill-sanded land flows, lawn ‘folds’, falls down.

Last, the 1. th’ least; 2. th’ latest; 3. th’ stale

Latrines Sit, renal ail’n rest.

Laughing stock Gang shout, lick, haul gong, suck long “Ha! Git!”

Launder. Run deal under la’d unreal. [alias]

Laureates Era salute: laureateds are saluted.

Leaning. Angle in.

Leapings I snap leg, I leg-span.

Learner “L” earner

Learneds read, lens, rend/seal. [analyze/synth.]

Leavers Sever all as veer.

Leave fast. a vast flee lee vast!”

Legerdemain image-lender (Mage? Dern lie!)

Legions Go lines o’ legs in legionnaires--
ie, in large nos.

Legionnaire’s disease See air-seal dig in nose.

Legislated gilt-sealed legal edits

Legislative Give tie-alls (“All give!” ties), ligate lives.

“Les Maidens” men’s ladies [men in drag?]

Lethal doses So sell death.

Leveling. I’ll even g. [gravity]
liable Bill ea. (liability 'til I bail) [p]
liable universally nul alibi severally
[Legalese for "No one is excused, all are liable."]

Libel. Be-ill. [nonce vb]

liberated Tear lid, be a rebel tide, alter bid.

licentious 1. I coin "Let us!" 2. "Cult o’ Sin", ie, libidinousness--is blue sin doin’s
libido, bio lid lib. (I do!)

lichen "L” niche ['beginners’, rock colonizers]

Lie down. I end low.
Lie in. I line.

lift off I loft ff.

light-headedly 1. hell-heat giddy
2. he-he giddy, ‘tall’ [2. giggly high or a “buzz”]

light-hearted High, let “tread hard” get lithe, there hit glad.

light year ray leg hit

lighthouses High so let us light SOS hue.

like-minded linked, ID me!ld (“Me dinkie di kin led me.”) [dinky di = true, honest (Oz)]

limited I met lid.

linear ‘Ear nil al., rein in “real”, enrail linearity. “I yen trail in rail, yet in reality.” (“In” reality! Real? Tiny “I”!) [linear thinking, straight as a rail, one-dimensional]
lateral All rate a tall “Re|r rate all! Tear all Real, on!er all at lateral thinking: think, nag literal-linear talk thing--the King ran it all.”

linen closet, the clothes-line ‘net’

lingo “log in”

linkages Snag-like linkages to it ligate, so knit. [snag = fastener or Oz link sausage]

“Linked.” Liked 'n’ kin-led. [Married.]

literal Are till tallier, all rite, literal so all is rote. “Literally” lit “Really--rely it all!”

little toes “ole tittles” (sole tittle)
[Little toes are underachievers and should try harder!]

little wonder Not-dwell tier, we trilled not, it drew no tell, no wild letter, will not deter.

loafer or leaf! a bed of flora! loaf of bread!
Loafer sated? Sofa-related!

loan “a £ on”

lobe legs Be sol gel, be gel sol, … [Amoebae ‘walk’ by sol-gel transitions.]

Locates. Scale to, close at.
location a lot I con, co-alit on
locations sat-on loci, act-on soil

locking cog link
lockjawed caked jowl

lodgings long digs

logicalness Scale lingos, slice slogan$ (a lines-clog), log lies, scan angles, coils, bear logical ‘algebra’ coil. [critical and syllogistic logic]

logo “Lo!” go

loneliness “nil (one less one) illness,”
El Onliness, a “none less!” aloneness alone, lachrymose, a sore melancholy

long-suffering Grief’s “No!” flung.

Look! Lo! OK!!

losing nil’s go

Lose one’s grip. Slip, ergo one’s “gone”, slips o'er, loses one’s head, cases one’s hold, losing one’s head-hold goes insane.

Loses the plot. Lo, the ‘topless’ hopeless lot t’ toot “Helpless!”

Lounged. Led un-go, “glued on”.
lounger arts: languor, rest

Lothario “Hail root-hoot lair, roil oath!”
love affair flavor if ea. favor a life favor, a ‘life’ offer avail [exchange vitality, not vows]
love shanty “nasty hovel” (hasty novel)
love bereft Be leftover.

loyal ally o’ alloy, all “Yo!”
lugubriousness Slug us in rue, sob.
lumbago Log a bum bum, a ‘log’. [p']
lunch meats Cut ham 'n' sel[l much neat’s, teal’s munch. [sliced pork, beef, duck]
lusting gin, slut, “sin glut us” glint
lust impetus pet stimulus

II. ANTIGRAMS [d] = doubles, ant. or syn.
alone one al. [d: one other vs. (=) two alone]]
carnivores, the Race thrives on rice harvest, on carrot, vines, eh?
controllability Control? Lability!
defence De-fence.
depolarised Are lopsided. [polar molecules]
ethics itches
frigid fig-rid [d: fig leaf vs. vagina] [Fr'G'd]
lackeys Lack yes.
ladylike dike ally [d]
largess Less rag|less “rag” ragless. [d: clothe]
leader dealer [d: 1. Deal cards. Leads card. 2. Seal deals, lead sales.] [1. ant., 2. syn.]
Leased. Seal de|ed sale.
legion lone GI
legitimately Gamete it illy.
lethargic Large itch lit charge.
liberated bride tale [dl]
loot stool [d: synonyms to a dung beetle!] [p]
Loudness’s soundless.
luckiness lues ’n’ sick (Luckily I’ll “yuck!”)
luckier Lie ruck, like cur [d: lucky dog!]

III. OTHER (including some definitives)
“adjusted” (just dead? journeys nurse joy!)
“Always” saw; lay; law say [cliche; song; vows]
Coalition Co-alit I on Oil action.
excursion, the sex tour niche [The Love Boat]

Jettison. “Notjet! Is jet ’tis on!!”
jitterbug butter jig [a major churning]
joker “jerko”
knell o’ death Ken “head toll”.
kobold-shy? old kybosh! [nonsense!]
kookaburra ‘Akubra rook’ [This bird, like the Akubra hat, is an Oz icon.]
lady-bashful a shy, ‘flub’ lad
limit I’m lit! [alcohol limit]
litany Latiny
loan sharks rank shoals
logarithm algorithm
LOGOLOGY Lo, y’go log “golly!” goo. Googolly golly goo!
loveable love able (Loveless love less.)
lucrre cruel ulcer If lucrre, Lucifer lures, rules!
lumps Plums slump. [lump sum!]
IV. POLYANAGRAM VERSE  (poems, s-s-short stories, essays and versiform definitives)

Leaved
Eve, Lad.
[Fig. it out for yourself.]

Jack and Jill Gig:
Jig, ...lack jig, land!


Love-in
Lo! veil: on “evil”, no veil on live ol’ vine!

Languages
a sage lung, a glean “ugs”, an ages lug, .... a ‘uge slang!

Lass Ode
“Lassoed!”

Ladies’ Ideals
Isle ad, sailed, lad I see’s laid, aisled--seal ID!

The Lisp
Pelish spit he |let slip. He “thips”, the “s” lip plies “th”.

Journeys
1-runs: “Joy enjoyer, us!”
2-runs: ye + jo
3-runs: ye + jo (“nursey jo”)
+ joey runs
[1 solo 2 honeymoon
3 family vacation. cf.III]

Kith and Kin
(kind)
Think a kind think, a kid think, an I thank kind.
[kith’n cousins?]

Lost Generation
No “Gloria” tenets to a sterling one alone sorting Te.

Anger stole into so gentle ration, so altering tone o’ silent ego rant to enlarge to sin or sting o’ ale net.
Sling tore at one, stealing root, enjine, on stale rot, losing con treat, an entire ‘go’ lost.
“Alerting to one’s internal stooge rote-slang, I note goner’s toil net, a too strange line, tote ’n ailer song.”
Tote nailer song.
Enlist great “ono!” on startle in ego, lose ignorant telnet [agonist role, intolerant ego’s rage lot tension] to gain lone rest.
Regain lost tone in lotus eater* song, us generation’s lot, a generation lost in international egos.

*Babberwocky
Barb-jockey web rock by jaw-wacky jobber, Brew back joy w. crabbie joke!

“Lose the Plot”
Lest the loop stop he’ll toe to poet’s hell, settle loop-holes the plot hopes to tell.
[writer’s block]

Laissez Faire
A self-size air (sleaze is fair)
“fairizes” sale (as seize frail)
as “I!” fires zeal (as If-izes real)

Beggardom
“God grab ’em, mar-bogged Magog-bred bad-go germ! Be grog-mad dagger mob!” [paranoid view]

Longevity Dreams
1. Godster: “Live many-timed v. long years, linger, steady v. Om.”

2. My liver date song: “Try live on ages, MD deal ye strong vim.”

3. Live ye most grand, longer daytimes! (v. long time very sad, me adversity long)
[1. I want to live forever --as often as possible! 2. rely on medicine 3. not more years but fuller ones]